
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warehouse and stores are continually being targeted 
by criminals, and every year are subject to more and 
more robberies and thefts. Traditional security 
measures such as safes, motion sensor, cameras and 
alarms are not enough to stop these thefts. These 
protective barriers are very important, but do not 
allow in any way to locate or recovery the stolen goods 
after a theft or robbery has occurred. Protect your 
assets by planting one of our tracking devices into your 
inventory. The most effective method to recover any 
valuable merchandise after a theft 
 

Micro Asset Tracker protects all types of assets, 
including vehicles, electronics, smartphones, jewelry, 
luxury handbags, closets and many more. 
 

The device is hidden covertly inside the item to be 
protected, and automatically activates when motion 
is detected, sending an alert to the owner. Asset 
tracker keep tracks of the criminals’ escape route via 
GPS, thus enabling a fast apprehension and the 
complete recovery of all the stolen goods. 
 

Micro Asset Tracker is ready to use, no maintenance 
required. Protect all your valuable items 24h at day, 
365 days a year. 
 

 

The most effective method to recover stolen merchandise. 

1 COVERT PROTECTION 
 

If a theft occurs.. 
Micro asset tracker immediately 
sends a theft alert to the owner. 
The alert can also be linked to 
private security agencies and local 
law enforcement. 

 

2 LIVE TRACKING 
 

Watch the position of Micro asset 
tracker in real time, from any 
computer or mobile device, GPS 
tracking location is reported to 
UFOGPS.com secure tracking website 
 
 

3 RECOVERY & APPREHENSION 
 

The GPS tracking information can 
also be accessed by local law 
enforcement, allowing safe pursuit 
and apprehension of the criminals, 
leading to recover the stolen assets. 
 
 

 Almost anything that can be stolen can be protected by Micro Asset Tracker. 
 can also be utilized to “bait” other property  that is commonly stolen like laptops, cameras, bags, shoes 

 tracker is hidden whit your other products, so thieves won’t suspect that they are actually taking a tracking device 



ASSET MICRO TRACKER stories  
 
ASSET MICRO TRACKER, March 2019 
 

Last March a robbery took place against a clothing store in Modena, Italy. The thieves managed to break into the 
warehouse, deactivating the alarms and obscuring the cameras. Among the stolen goods, without their knowing it was 
hidden Asset micro Tracker, which once detected the move has immediately sent an alert notification to the owner of the 
store, which displayed the location of the goods and warned the police. The police immediately went to the place where 
the gang had hidden their stolen goods, an abandoned cottage in the suburbs, managing to recover everything and to 
arrest the gang of thieves. 
 
ASSET MICRO TRACKER, January 2019 - Warehouse burglary 
 

Earlier this year, a gang of thieves robbed the warehouse of a major electronics chain in Manchester, England. The 
alarm had been deactivated, and camera recordings had been tampered with to make the criminals unrecognizable. 
After emptying the warehouse, the thieves loaded the stolen goods onto a truck and escaped. They would have 
managed to get away with it, if an Asset tracker had not been hidden among the stolen goods. The device allowed the 
owner to follow in real time the movement of the stolen goods, and the police stopped the gang while he was traveling 
across the border. It took only 20 minutes to recover the whole merchandise and bring the perpetrators to justice. 
 

 

CONTACT  US 

Contact us today for a free consultation 
 
www.ufogps.com 
 

 

 

 

Thieves target all kinds of inventory. Ufogps trackers can protect 
virtually any item that criminals can steal. Our covert design include; 
 

  
Protect & recover cash, gold, jewelry from theft and robbery. Ideal for jeweller  stores 
 

  
Protect single tobacco pack and cartons from robbers and pilfering. Ideal for tobacco stores 
 

Protect & track ATM cash machines 
 

  
To Recover any electronic device after a theft 

 

Visit our website for more information about our products www.ufogps.com 

LIVE SUPPORT !!  24h at day 365 day a year. We assist client & law enforcement in live 
tracking events, you can count on our specialized team in any situation. 
 

 Motion detection activation, your device will alert you if a theft is detected 

 Protect all you valuables 24h at day 365 days a year. 

 Wireless charging, no visible ports, covert design. 

 Globally coverage 

 Long lasting battery; over 5 years whit a single charge. 
 

UFOGPS trackers uses 5 tracking & recovery technologies 
 

GNSS – GPS & GLONASS satellite position. CELL Triangulation, 
using all available nearby cell towers. WIFI - Nearby wifi’s 
location, to provide superior indoor accuracy. Audible buzzer 
and a RF - Radio frequency beacon, used to pinpoint their 
exact location of the device when hidden in a building, 
container, vehicle, behind a house wall or any other location. 


